AI in Health and Safety
A growing challenge
As Health and Safety takes a more prominent
position across many industries, there is a growing
will to utilise emerging technologies to make
everyday life in the workplace more secure.
From industrial verticals such as construction,
engineering and manufacturing to critical care
in areas such as healthcare and the NHS, one of
the key ways to protect employees is the wearing
of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). This
equipment is not only vital for the safety of the
employee but is also potentially a regulatory
or legal requirement which organisations must
monitor or enforce.
AI and Machine Learning are emerging as vital tools
that can help businesses better manage the wearing
of PPE and ensure the protection of their
workforces. Through image capture and analysis, it
is possible to assess whether a person is wearing
PPE and therefore take corrective action in real time.

Creating an intelligent solution
Inawisdom, together with our partners, recently created a computer
vision demo showing the detection of PPE in construction, e.g. safety
jackets and helmets. The solution, built in AWS, together with computer
vision leader ADLINK, running Intel® Movidius™ VPU and Intel®
OpenVINO™, focused on deploying the model to the Edge. Edge
computing is the concept of running software directly at the location
where it is needed; in this case, a construction site.
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The main focus of this initial demo was to design, build and train
a computer vision model that could use AI to recognise people and
construction-based PPE and detect whether it was being worn. A
primary set of images were created utilising three objects: people, hivisibility jackets and helmets. These images were first labelled, then
augmented in various ways (e.g. colour, clarity) to increase the variety
and vary the quality, to simulate real conditions. This eventually
provided a set of thousands of labelled images which were then used to
cross-train the model so it could rapidly and intelligently recognise the
three elements across multiple scenarios. See the demo here.
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Utilizing leading technology
We based the AWS Cloud architecture on our Inawisdom Rapid Analytics
& Machine-learning Platform (RAMP). RAMP provides a secure and
structured analytics working environment and we used a single Amazon
SageMaker instance to access the training data from an S3 bucket and
develop the model. Amazon SageMaker, with optimizations from Intel,
is a fully-managed service that provides developer and data scientists
with the ability to build, train, and deploy machine learning models
quickly to get to production faster with much less effort and cost.
The images were captured on a smart camera
with ADLINK providing the connections
between sensors and devices; the solution
relies on the ADLINK Edge™ software
platform and ADLINK Data River™
technology, enabling vision data to flow.
Our other component on the AWS side was
the model converter, which automatically
takes the output from SageMaker and
converts it to a run time inference engine.
Alongside building the model, we worked
with ADLINK to deploy to their Edge device
for inference on site. We utilised the ADLINK
Vizi-AI inference engine, which utilises Intel® Movidius™ VPU and
Intel® OpenVINO™, a toolkit to develop and deploy computer visionrelated solutions. The Vizi-AI takes the feed from the camera and runs
Inawisdom’s inference on it to add the bounding boxes and the objectdetection confidence levels as a percentage value.

Conclusion
We took a rapid prototyping and iterative approach to the demo and
quickly and effectively achieved high levels of accuracy in identifying
the use of helmets and jackets in the trials. The next step could
include adding logic to ensure the helmet is actually worn on the
head, not being carried.
The estimated cost to the UK economy for work-related illness and
injury in the construction sector alone is over a billion pounds* so
the time is right for these kind of initiatives to be rolled out across
the construction industry and others.
The technology could be deployed in other environments,
recognise other types of PPE and even include safe distancing
detection, all helping organisations and employers better manage
Health and Safety and reduce the risks of illness and injury.
The potential to improve the situation is clear and we see the
opportunity and need for these innovative solutions and AI tools
to become standard across industries.
* Health and Safety Executive

Working in Partnership
AWS, Intel and Inawisdom provide a market-leading combination of
technologies and expertise that enable businesses to get ultimate
value from AI and Machine Learning in a secure, scalable environment.
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